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A note from the author. 
 
 

This small volume gives an overview to the focuses on the work of the Meta 
Design Lab directed by myself. 

 
It is intended to contextualise the thinking within the wider domain of 

computational design as well as highlight some of the projects and ongoing 
developments. It is by all means not exhaustive but rather aims to give a flavour 

of the kind of topics covered. 
 

If you share interest in this, please explore further on the lab’s website or feel 
free to contact us. 

 
 

Sam Conrad Joyce 
 

26. 01. 2018. 
 

  



 
 
 

Technology is the answer, but what was the question…? 
 

Cedric Price (1966) 
 

 
Humans since pre-history have used tools to multiply the effectiveness of their actions towards 
the realization of personal and societal needs and desires. In earlier ages these were physical tools 
and drove physical capabilities such as speed, quantity, volume, scale, and quality of production. 
However, the investigation and conception of new ideas and solutions was dependent solely on 
human intellect. With the advent of the information age and the computer, we gained a tool with 
an arguably more fundamental capability ‘thought’, which if applied collaboratively with human 
input, represents a tool with the potential to radically improve and augment human thinking. 
Manual physical tools have been used for millennia, but the computer has been with us for a few 
decades, thus the potential of such tools is still in the very early stage of being explored and its 
extents of it capabilities not yet realized. 
 
The work of the Meta Design Lab investigates how we can effectively apply computation in ways 
that go beyond its use in design in the last century where it was limited to incremental extensions 
of existing drafting or calculating thus constrained by conventional ‘non-augmented’ thinking and 
means of design production. The skills of human and machine are significantly asymmetric; a 
computer (with its ‘crystalline’ brain) is able to solve and produce at incredible speed however 
every movement must be dictated and predictable, in contrast the human (with its organic, 
chemical brain) is relatively slow but capable of creativity leaps of imagination and empathetic 
insight. If one was to combine these skills to obtain the best of both then there is great potential 
in the ideas and solutions from such as collaborations. 
  
The lab is engaged to develop systems which enable the computer to actively participate in human-
machine co-creation. The assumption is not that computers will supersede humans; this is 
impossible as long as buildings are for humans. Whilst computers are able to optimise and produce 
highly functional solutions; the subjectivity of aesthetics and human experience both of which are 
central to good design require human input to be understood and designed for. Thusly better 
interfaces and computational capacities for understanding human needs and solitons is required if 
computers have any chance to contribute to design beyond the functional. 
 
Pragmatically the research is realizing these broad goals by investigating the focused use of 
computation in these areas: 

1. Support design process via in infrastructure which stores project options which both 
humans and machines can interact with meaningfully. 

2. ‘Creatively’ explore a design space with similar degrees of freedom as humans. 
3. Use passive data as methods to infer better understanding about human use of space. 
4. Support and expand the quality and speed of human design decision making. 
5. ‘Learn’ from and ‘adapt’ to human preferences as well as functional requirements to act 

ultimately as design co-creator. 
 
The sequent pages show projects related to the ideas outlined above. 
  



Design Versioning 

Current paradigms of design systems; CAD, BIM, Parametric Modelling, for example, allow the 
user to develop complex geometry and drawing output. However, these are almost entirely focused 
on the support of the development of singular designs, whereby the software uses a model and 
typically a design file to represent one design one potential solution. On the other hand, design as 
practiced is a process of developing comparing and discussing multiple options/variations at the 
same time. Ultimately this is the design exploration process and a design solution is found though 
careful but wide consideration of alternatives, it is required not just to find an adequate solution 
but is also the way that the solution definition is developed though interaction with stakeholders.  

This work identifies that current infrastructure relies too much on files as a means to store options: 
one file one soliton; however, in reality solutions are derived from others and in some cases, ranges 
are developed explicitly to be compared. In practice there are strong needs to capture and analyse 
the development of solutions so that expensive repeat work is avoided. This allows for more 
consistent capture of design process and potential computational analysis and support; generating 
big-data on design. 

Our implementations are derived from software solutions where more sophisticated methods to 
dealing with computer-code exist. These software versioning systems ‘SVN’ the most well-known 
being ‘GIT’ allow multiple authors to commit modified versions of code and combine 
collaborators work to easily shared repositories but they are unintuitive to use, being un-visual and 
oriented towards one final code base. Our solution provides an online server which allows 
parametric models to be uploaded, whereby the code and the geometry of the solution are stored, 
these can then be ‘forked’ and variated on, whilst always being visible to others both using simple 
to use web interface but also downloaded explored and then resubmitted as new versions. A social-
layer then provided methods for designers and non-designers to rate and offer feedback. 
Ultimately the system is accessible by a web API layer meaning that human friendly interfaces for 
existing design software can be used, but also easy for computational processes to add new designs, 
providing an infrastructure for all to work on projects. 

Key Publications 

Cristie, V. And Joyce, S.C., 2017. Capturing and Visualising Parametric Design Flow Through Interactive 
Web Versioning Snapshots. Proceedings of the IASS Annual Symposium “Interfaces: architecture . 
engineering . science”, Hamburg, Germany 

Joyce, S.C., Chaszar, A., Ibrahim, N. And Cristie, V., 2016. Cloud Based Design Option Control 
Systems a Discussion and Implementation, IASS Annual Symposium 2016 "Spatial Structures in the 
21st Century", Tokyo, Japan 

 Current Work 

Below is current work in progress implementation of a versioning platform and tool in use for 
Rhino 3D Grasshopper called ‘GHShot’. Allowing the web to be used for storage, sharing and 
collaboration of models and solitons, keeping intact the design history. This is being experimentally 
applied for a structural design class. 

Demo 

http://www.metadesignlab.com/demo/ghShot/ 



 

Design exploration page for a bridge design project, consisting of 3D Model Viewer (center), 
parametric model viewer (overlay), information Panel (top right), and rating and comment panel 

(bottom right).  

 

Project page (right) shows all design snapshots sent to this project on the server. The tree view 
(left) shows the history, different versions and what they were derived from and how the design 

evolved over time. 

   

Collaboration framework thinking used in the development of multi user domain design 
collaboration systems.  



Design Exploration  

Humans are able to make radical leaps of imagination and intuition in the realization of a design 
soliton. The ability to be able to make the unexpected, is linked to the use of means of expression 
with huge numbers of ‘degrees-of-freedom’ that is many potential combinations, an example is 
the pen and paper; although a simple tool it is expressive and can make a huge rage of marks. In 
comparisons existing approaches to computer design are typically restricted, having a limited 
number of practical variations. For example, in optimisation whilst there may be a large parameter-
space with many variables, the solutions derived are often quite predictable and would rarely be 
deemed ‘creative’. Fundamentally new ways of computers creating or changing solutions are 
required if they are to be meaningfully applied to help develop new solutions rather than simply 
refining already defined ones. 

One approach being researched by the lab is the application of ‘meta-parametric-design’ that is 
ways that computers can develop their own parametric models. Parametric modelling is a type of 
coding acting on geometry which is used widely in advanced architectural practice. A parametric 
model requires quite a specific structure of ‘nodes’ (geometric operators) and links (connections 
passing information between operators). It is possible to encode this so that a computer is able to 
develop their own highly novel solutions. Expanding work previously developed for computer 
chip design called “Cartesian Genetic Programming” a system is able to build valid parametric 
models, and given enough input these can be models which solve architectural questions and user 
needs. 

Current work is focused on expanding technical approaches so that these methods are applicable 
to parametric modelling which uses typed data (points, surfaces etc.) and more complex operators 
than existing chip based Boolean operations. Furthermore, improving the ability to automatically 
combine and modify existing parametric model representations. This is also linked to other work 
whereby high-level input from users (preferences, requirements etc.) is able to be learnt and set as 
objectives for the system to design for. 

Key Publications 

Joyce, S.C. and Ibrahim, N., 2017. Exploring the Evolution of Meta Parametric Models. ACADIA 2017: 
Disciplines & Disruption [Proceedings of the 37th Annual Conference of the Association for 
Computer Aided Design in Architecture (ACADIA) 

Harding, J., Joyce, S., Shepherd, P. and Williams, C., 2013. Thinking Topologically at Early Stage 
Parametric Design. In Advances in Architectural Geometry 2012 (pp. 67-76). Springer, Vienna.  

Current Work 

Below are shown current explorations of applying this method in design to develop ‘Mesien’ type 
villas using BIM like components of malls, columns, rooves, floors, etc., this system is able to be 
used on the web and reacts to user preferences. Thus, designs can be found just by expressing 
agreement of the solutions using simple rating and over the duration of a session where many 
different options are shown and response to better solutions can be seen. 

Demo 

http://www.metadesignlab.com/demo/acadia-2017/ 



 

Example design history mapping of interactive session, with user given 10 designs per round 
each model is shown in a grey box, ordered vertically by session and horizontally by model 
complexity. Dot size show user preference input, red lines show related derivative models 

created by modifying existing using cartesian-genetic-programming. 

         

Model villa produced next to the computer generated parametric model which defines it. 

 

Explanation of the components of the cartesian-genetic-programming definition of a parametric 
model 



Passive Data for Design 

Human designers use a vast wealth of experience both personal and social about the relationship 
between architectural space and how it influences human experience and activity. This insight acts 
as the guide to craft specific empathetic and socially sensitive design solutions. In modern times 
however, the scale and scope of current buildings especially as airports, interchanges and urban 
areas represents a new challenge in understanding the wide variety of people using the spaces.  

This research looks to investigate means with witch better insight can be found about how space 
is used and felt about but using passive means. With the advent of social media there is a wealth 
of reactions and feedback from users about space. The lab is investigating methods which allow 
this data to meaningfully contribute to design. Rather than existing social media analysis which is 
often orientated towards commercial trends, relations to particular brands etc., this work however 
seeks to find relationships between the public and space. 

Key Publications 

Cristie, V., Porthuis, A. and Joyce, S.C., 2017. Connecting the dots – deriving insights into social behaviour 
around metro transport nodes through social media data in Singapore and beyond. International Conference 
on Computers in Urban Planning and Urban Management, At: University of Southern Australia, 
Adelaide, Australia 

Current work  

Current work has been focused on projects of pubic and design interest. They are the result of 
asking specific questions related to understanding the site. Below are some examples:  

The research into Metro stations investigated activities undertaken at interchanges, how can we 
compare this across a city, and can we benchmark different cities against other similar size cities 
in southeast Asia, does this allow us to profile different types of stations interims of their use but 
also how the surrounding buildings modify behaviour in this area. 

Research into a park area and surrounds in Singapore focused on what zones are well used and 
what time they are used, this was undertaken to help support master planning decision making so 
that the design could be responsive to the area. There was also an attempt to capture happiness as 
discovered by message information so that insight to what areas elicited good responses could be 
found.  

Analysis of Kyoto has been worked on taking a large corpus of geo-located Twitter messages over 
3 years. This provided insight into how local and tourists interact and their visiting and travelling 
patterns. The popularity of different sites over time was also found. 

Demo 

http://www.metadesignlab.com/demo/JurongEast/ 

http://www.metadesignlab.com/demo/kyoto/ 

 

  



 
 
 

 
 

Spatialized data analysis of twitter activity in Kyoto lighter red and yellow points showing activity 
and the morning and evening respectively, and turquoise and blue points showing evening and 

night activities. Periphery yellow/red areas are mostly temples visited by tourists which are 
closed during the night. 

  



Design Decision Making 

Buildings are expensive so making informed good quality decisions is of importance. Design 
requires complex balancing between qualitative and quantitative aspects of solutions. The decision-
making process is not trivial, nor can it be easily rationalised, however the act of deciding for-or-
against individual designs or specific features is critical in progressing the solution towards a good 
solution and ruling out those which don’t work.  

In many industries, approaches to compare solutions and understand the design landscape are well 
developed and help the experience and accuracy of understanding and the actual decision itself. In 
finance for example sophisticated charts represent a visual language that allows complex 
comparisons and trends over time of stock prices. There is a substantial body of work on the 
fidelity of data-graphics (such a bar charts etc.) ability to convey information accurately. This has 
enabled graphics to be honed to support efficient and reliable insight. This work has not been 
done for design decision making however, the integration of design issues and functional 
requirements and their trade-offs requires further consideration. 

The lab is exploring decision making as undertaken in professional practice over a wide spectrum 
of architectural, building-engineering and master-planning contexts. It investigates the use of 
computation as a way to expedite generation and exploration of data. It makes use of modern 
visual platforms specifically web interfaces to develop interactive dynamic data visualisations. 
Using these approaches, it is indented that faster insight and feedback can be extracted. The work 
is aimed not just at design professionals but also client and public audiences including being 
sensitive to their level of knowledge/competency and fluency in design. 

Key Publications 

Joyce, S.C., 2015, August. Web Based Data Visualisation Applied to Creative Decision Making in 
Parametric Structural Design. In Proceedings of the International Association for Shell and Spatial 
Structures (IASS) Symposium “Future Visions”. 

Current Work 

Current work is at an early stage but has support form a major International Design Centre grant 
linking up SUTD and Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT) including Dr Caitlin T. 
Mueller and Dr Ate Poorthuis over a two-year project. 

 

  



 

Design space exploration by hierarchical decision tree mapping. Progressively smaller design 
decisions are shown left to right starting from plan and ending on surface texture. Interactive 

web tool captures all models currently produced for easy access. 

 

Application of parallel axis plots for a design exploration top shows full solution set, divided by 
input parameters on left half and output performance results on right. Bottom left shows 

discovering performance by constraining input bottom right shows highlighting designs though 
confining the performance space left side and valid design shown by design solution line in red. 

 

 

Performance influence analysis, performance space shown by location of points on scatter plot, 
change of parameter shown by using colour to show the sensitivity to different input parameters. 


